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SUGAR FELSENTHAL GRAIS & HAMMER LLP NAMED TOP LAW FIRM BY U.S. 

NEWS & WORLD REPORT AND BEST LAWYERS®  

U.S. News & World Report and Best Lawyers® named Sugar Felsenthal Grais & 

Hammer LLP a 2017 “Best Law Firm” for Bankruptcy and Creditors Rights/Insolvency 

and Reorganization Law (Chicago office) and Litigation – Bankruptcy (Chicago office) 

On November 1, 2016, U.S. News and World Report and Best Lawyers® announced that Sugar 

Felsenthal Grais & Hammer LLP (“SFGH”) had been ranked as a “Best Law Firm” for 2017.  

The global publications highlighted the firm’s proficiency in bankruptcy and creditors’ rights as 

well as bankruptcy litigation. According to U.S. News and World Report, the distinction 

“reflects the high level of respect a firm has earned among other leading lawyers and clients in 

the same communities and the same practice areas for its abilities, its professionalism and its 

integrity. . . Firms included in the 2017 Best Law Firms list are recognized for professional 

excellence with persistently impressive ratings from clients and peers. Achieving a tiered 

ranking signals a unique combination of quality law practice and breadth of legal expertise.”  

U.S. News and World Report is the leading provider of service news and information and is 

renowned for its “Best” series of consumer guides.  The publication’s website receives over 20 

million unique visitors each month.   

About SFGH:  For over 35 years, clients have turned to SFGH as their most trusted advisors.  

Through an unmatched level of personal service, combined with business and legal acumen, 

SFGH continues to represent almost all of the clients it started with in 1981.  The firm is a 

general business law firm concentrated in seven key areas: Bankruptcy, Reorganization & 

Creditors’ Rights; Business Transactions and Securities Regulation; Commercial & Probate 

Litigation; Labor & Employment; Estate Planning & Administration; Federal Income Tax 

Planning & Litigation; and Real Estate & Community Development. 

 

 

 

 


